
China Marketing Startegy 
of Leading LNG Players

China is more important than ever in an over-supplied global LNG 

market.  Its LNG imports in 2016 saw a remarkable 33% yoy growth 

to over 26 million tons, ranking third among LNG importing countries 

worldwide, trailing only Japan and South Korea.

This is a tempting but highly-competitive opportunity for LNG players 

around the world.  It requires different risk appetite, tailor-made 

marketing strategy and dedicated business development efforts 

based on in-depth understanding of both buyers and sellers. 

Our China Marketing Strategy of Leading LNG Players report aims to 

provide an all-inclusive and deep-diving analysis of the latter, i.e. the 

pioneer sellers who have already entered Chinese market.  How are 

they doing?  How did they do it?  What contributes to their success (or 

failure)?  What are the challenges and opportunities lying ahead in 

their future path in China?  This report will answer all the important 

questions that any interested reader needs to know about 

international LNG players in China.

Scope of Work

Ÿ  Marketing position in China: historical cooperation along the gas 

value chain, relationship with key market players, market share

Ÿ Marketing strategies: how the company views Chinese NOCs 

versus the Tier-2 buyers

Ÿ  Global portfolio overview, where are they sourcing China-targeted 

LNG from

Ÿ  Marketing efforts toward China, sales propostition, competitive 

edge

Ÿ  SIA assessment of the company's effective SPA/HOA terms: 

contract type, execution year, contract period, volume, gas source, 

destination flexibility, pricing, shipping arrangement

Ÿ  LNG marketing team structure: how multiple global offices work 

together to push forward long-term and short-term/spot deals, 

size of China focused marketing team, power mapping and key 

personnel

Ÿ  Perceived strengths and weaknesses in Chinese buyers' eyes

Ÿ  Overall competitiveness benchmarking

Company Coverage

BP

Cheniere

Chevron

Engie

PETRONAS

Qatargas

Shell

TOTAL

Deliverables

PPT Report

3-Hour Presentation

Delivery within 10 Weeks

Pricing

$20,000

Contact

Xiaodong HAN

+86 10 65307010

+86 138 1049 0327

xiaodong.han@sia-energy.com
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